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Abstract

I/O subsystems, and the APIs used to access them, have long been designed with
two basic assumptions.  First, I/O is performed to relatively slow disks or termi-
nals, so processor time for I/O operations is available while waiting for devices.
Second, optimization is done by guessing the user’s needs, such as a filesystem
cache does by assuming locality.  This traditional design causes I/O performance
problems for modern devices such as video displays and high-speed networks,
where the above assumptions are no longer valid.  We have designed a high-per-
formance I/O subsystem, and a uniform API through which it is accessed, that
gives a user-level programmer greater control, which allows operations to be per-
formed more efficiently, and often optimally.  Speedups from 30 to over 700 per-
cent can be demonstrated with our technique.  Our API is fully uniform, and yields
gains for any form of device, including disks, networks, frame buffers, and even
IPC performed through the I/O system.  This paper describes our implementation
of this mechanism, called Container Shipping, and its measured performance for
different kinds of I/O.

1. Introduction

User-level I/O in many operating systems suffers from the performance penalty caused by in-

memory copying.  The repeated duplication of data within system memory during I/O operations

consumes time, increasing latency while reducing throughput.  Each year, processor speeds

increase from 50 to 100 percent, while memory speeds increase by only 7 to 15 percent [HP90].

Relative to overall system performance, the cost of in-memory copies rises annually.  Memory
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speeds we have measured in a modern RISC workstation are shown in Figure 1.  From this dia-

gram it is clear that even a single uncached copy in main memory will limit throughput to less

than half the speed of the system bus.  While copy-free I/O has long been advocated, previous

work in this area has provided gains of only limited applicability.  Memory-mapped file systems,

shared memory graphic extensions, and other approaches typically solve only single-device prob-

lems, and are difficult or impossible to integrate, even when they are otherwise compatible with

conventional systems.

As the speed of CPUs and peripheral devices rises, new application areas emerge to exploit

this performance.  Multimedia, virtual reality, and more conventional tasks such as simulation and

modeling are always ready to consume every bit of system capacity that becomes available.  In

particular, all of these areas benefit from fast I/O subsystems.  An application such as video con-

ferencing requires extensive I/O support from the operating system.  Networks, disks, and display

devices must interoperate on real-time data.  This operation is practical when a uniform I/O inter-

face, such as that offered by Unix, makes possible the mixing of these highly dissimilar devices at

the user process level.
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Figure 1

Memory and I/O speeds for the DEC 3000 model 800.  Sustained copy
rates include TLB misses and imperfect cache behavior, plus interrupt overhead
from a running, though otherwise idle, Unix kernel.  Burst transfer rates are
higher [Dut+92] [Dru94].
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Container Shipping is a fast I/O system suitable for use with any operating system.  Container

Shipping includes a user-level API (Application Programming Interface) for copy-free I/O.  Like

the related systems discussed below, our transfer mechanism is based on VM (Virtual Memory)

remapping, but Container Shipping uses this mechanism in a new way.  The new API can replace

an operating system’s I/O system calls, or exist alongside them.  This paper describes our imple-

mentation in OSF/1, the container concept, and details of the system call interface.  Performance

results are presented for several devices, using a modern hardware platform.  We conclude by dis-

cussing the applicability and limitations of Container Shipping, and its relation to other work in

this area.

2. Container Shipping

Four goals motivate the Container Shipping design.  First, general-purpose computing must

be supported.  We will not make assumptions and accept constraints that speed up a specific kind

of I/O while limiting the use of the speedup to narrow application areas.  Second, in-memory

copying must always be avoided, because of the huge performance degradation it causes.  As

shown in Figure 1, uncached copies in main memory at 46 megabytes per second would limit I/O

to less than half the maximum speed of a 100 megabyte per second bus.  Third, protection must

not be subverted.  User-level processes must remain completely protected from each other in all

cases. Finally, performance gains must not depend on exotic devices, such as network adapters

with programmable protocol processors.  Special devices can be exploited when they are avail-

able, but they are expensive and can become obsolete quickly, so it is not practical to rely upon

them in order to speed up I/O.  By sticking to these principles, Container Shipping provides a

practical solution for all I/O applications, even those that use existing software and hardware plat-

forms.

Container Shipping consists of an API with six system calls.  These calls are cs_read,

cs_write, cs_map, cs_unmap, cs_alloc, and cs_free.  The parameters for these calls are listed in

Table 1, and a usage example is given in Figure 2.  While some extra setup is required before

using the Container Shipping calls, the actual read/write loop has no more calls than the equiva-

lent loop written with conventional I/O.  The six system calls form the core of an I/O transfer sys-

tem.  If implemented within a Unix framework, the remainder of the I/O system calls can remain
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unchanged. Calls such as open, close, select, ioctl, and setsockopt complete the I/O API for such

an implementation of Container Shipping.

A container is a block of memory formed of one or more physical pages, as shown in Figure 3.

The Container Shipping system calls perform I/O operations with these blocks of memory.  Con-

tainer Shipping operates on a give/take basis, which is discussed in greater detail in Section 4.

Performing a cs_read produces new memory containing the data that was read.  Likewise, the

cs_write system call consumes memory. This transfer mechanism eliminates all in-memory copy-

ing for I/O operations.  No container is ever owned (or mapped) by more than one process. The

Table 1

System calls for Container Shipping, including the parameter structure
used by cs_read, in “C” notation.  Because “C” glosses over the distinction
between a pointer and an array, “int *cids” represents the address of a list of Con-
tainer identifiers, rather than the address of a single integer value.

cs_read( int fd, // File descriptor (in Unix)
int size, // Number of bytes desired
int maxcon, // Maximum number of Containers accepted
struct args *args, // Pointer to return values (below)
int options); // Options bitmask (CS_MAPALL, etc.)

cs_write( int fd, // File descriptor
int count, // Number of Containers to write
int *cids, // Array of Container IDs
int *offs, // Array of offsets
int *lens, // Array of lengths
int options); // Options bitmask

cs_map( int count, // Number of Containers to map
int *cids, // Array of Container IDs
void **addrs, // Pointer to returned list of addresses
int options); // Options bitmask

cs_unmap( int count, // Number of Containers to unmap
int *cids); // Array of Container IDs

cs_alloc( int size, // Size in bytes of desired Container
void **addr, // Return address mapped at (optional)
int options); // Options bitmask (CS_MAPNOW, etc.)

cs_free( int count, // Number of Containers to free
int *cids); // Array of Container IDs

typedef struct args { // cs_read return arrays of:
int *cids; // Container IDs
int *offs; // offsets (optional)
int *lens; // lengths (optional)
int *sizes; // sizes (optional)
void **addrs; // mapped addresses (optional)

} args;
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actual mapping of I/O memory into the address space of a process is performed selectively, and

data that will not be accessed is not mapped.

A container holding a large object, such as an uncompressed frame of HDTV-quality video,

may be composed of hundreds of pages.  Mapping costs can be substantial for such multi-mega-

byte objects, especially when they are mapped in sequence into the address spaces of each of sev-

eral processes.  When mapping is performed only as needed, using the cs_map and cs_unmap

calls, additional savings are possible compared to a technique that maps unconditionally.  Map-

ping data under program control is also faster than mapping on demand, because no expensive

Figure 2

Example of cp with Container Shipping.

// Simplified example of “cp” using CS

main()
{

// Process arguments (not shown here) and arrange for file
// descriptor 0 (stdin) to be source file and file descriptor
// 1 (stdout) to be destination file.  Then do copy:

do_copy(0, 1);
}

void do_copy(src, dst)
int src, dst;
{

// This structure is listed here, rather than included from
// a .h file, just for the sake of the example.

struct args {
int *cons; // ptr to array of cids
int *offs; // ptr to array of offsets
int *lens; // ptr to array of lengths
int *sizes; // ptr to array of sizes
void **addrs; // ptr to array of addresses

};

int n, containers[1], offsets[1], lengths[1];

args.cons = containers;
args.offs = offsets;
args.lens = lengths;
args.sizes = 0; // don’t care
args.addrs = 0; // don’t care

n = 1;

while (n > 0) {
n = cs_read(src, 8192, 1, &args, 0);
if (n > 0) {

 cs_write(dst, 1, containers, offsets, lengths, 0);
}

}
}
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page faults are required.  Finally, the additional kernel algorithms and data structures necessary to

perform mapping on demand are not required in order to implement Container Shipping.

Beyond the savings from copy and map elimination, the Container Shipping design provides

the opportunity for additional optimizations.  Although Container Shipping acts like a memory

allocator, the usual zero-filling required to provide protection between domains can usually be

avoided.  Zero-filling uncached memory is expensive, and consumes roughly as much time as an

uncached copy, depending on the system memory architecture.  Zero-filling every byte of mem-

ory later filled with I/O data could cut throughput by up to 50 percent.  The transfer of data from a

device to memory overwrites whatever data is in that memory.  By tracking which part is

changed, Container Shipping can arrange for only the untouched edges of the buffer, if any, to be

zeroed.  Furthermore, this zeroing can be postponed until the memory is mapped, so it may be

avoided completely.  Finally, memory reallocated to the process that owned it last does not need

to be zeroed at all.

Container Shipping can also exploit the predictability of high-bandwidth I/O.  In many appli-

cations, blocks of data move repeatedly from one device to another through a static set of pro-

cesses.  By identifying which path inbound data is likely to take, Container Shipping can recycle

structures such as page tables, address ranges, and pages of memory.  Successful recycling boosts

performance by reducing the overhead from manipulating these resources.

Figure 3

Values which describe a Container and the location of data within it.  Vir-
tual memory addresses increase towards the bottom of the figure.  Dark shading
indicates data within the Container.  Light shading indicates mapped memory
without data.  Memory at unshaded locations is not backed by the VM system.
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3. Results

Container Shipping has been implemented alongside conventional I/O within DEC OSF/1

v2.0 Unix.  As implemented, Container Shipping provides the new API to processes, but makes

use of most of the existing kernel I/O subsystem.  The Unix mbuf facility, used throughout the I/O

system, makes page transfer possible. With small modifications to the I/O system, inbound data

can be obtained in page-sized mbufs.  This memory can be converted to containers and mapped

into user process address space.  The reverse process takes place for writes, where container

memory is converted to mbuf chains and passed to the lower levels of the I/O system.  Device

drivers and other kernel I/O components are largely unchanged.  Performance has been evaluated

with a modern high-performance RISC system, the DEC 3000 model 800.  Three sets of experi-

ments were conducted to measure Container Shipping performance.  The first experiment mea-

sured local IPC (Inter-Process Communication) performance.  Another test evaluated UDP (User

Datagram Protocol) forwarding between two FDDI networks.  Finally, the output of real-time

video data to a frame buffer was measured.

The IPC experiment measured the performance of socket communication between two local

processes.  This test demonstrates the viability of Container Shipping for simple I/O operations

that move large blocks of data in each transfer.  Two processes on a single system exchanged 32

megabytes of data through AF_UNIX sockets, by moving 128 kilobytes of data in each I/O oper-

ation. Conventional read and write system calls were used to measure the base case.  Calls to

cs_read and cs_write with the same block sizes were then substituted for read and write.  Figure 4

presents the measured throughputs for these cases, and when a combination of conventional and

container I/O was used.  When all pages are mapped and accessed, Container Shipping provides

about three times the throughput of conventional I/O (88 vs. 30 megabytes per second). When no

pages are mapped or accessed, Container Shipping is more than eight times faster (248 megabytes

per second).  By measuring the speed of I/O operations which used no actual device, this experi-

ment demonstrated results consistent with earlier work, such as DASH, which showed that VM

remapping was very effective for IPC [TA91].  However, we also demonstrated additional savings

when mapping was avoided, as can be seen in the half-map and no-map cases.

The FDDI experiment tested the practicality of Container Shipping for a very complicated

device.  The device driver for DEC’s DEFTA FDDI interface contains over 8000 lines of code.  In
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addition, while the IPC experiment used large I/O transfers of 128 kilobytes, FDDI packets can

not exceed about 4500 bytes.  The system call, context switch, and other overheads per byte trans-

ferred are therefore much higher.  The combination of high device complexity and small transfer

size make it much more difficult to obtain a performance gain.

Three identical workstations were connected by two FDDI networks, as shown in Figure 5.

Each network provides a media-level speed of 100 megabits per second.  The middle workstation

forwarded UDP packets, one at a time, from one interface to the other. Despite the fact that the

CPU was largely consumed by interrupt processing, system call overhead, context switching, and

device driver operations, Container Shipping still provided a significant throughput improvement.

The best sustainable rate on the source network was 93 megabits per second.  Without Con-

tainer Shipping, a user-level process was unable to forward data at the this rate.  With Container

Shipping, all the data could be forwarded without loss.  Because the network rate ceiling limited

the observable speedup, experiments were conducted with artificial CPU load on the middle

workstation to measure the difference between conventional I/O and Container Shipping when

neither was able to forward data at the full network rate.  Figure 6 shows the throughput with up

Figure 4

AF_UNIX socket performance between two processes with conventional
I/O, Container Shipping (CS), and combinations of the two.  Combination results
differ due to cache effects.  Speeds indicate repeatable throughputs from multiple
tests.
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to three competing processes.  These processes consume CPU time by running tight loops, and

they have little impact on the cache or other system components.  While conventional I/O pro-

vided almost exactly one half, one third, and one fourth of the FDDI rate with one, two, and three

competing processes, Container Shipping provided about 30% more throughput in each case.  For

a network with a larger MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit), further gains are expected, due to the

reduced overhead which results from larger transfers.
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Figure 5

Three workstations connected by two FDDI networks.  User-level pro-
cesses read and write 4300-byte UDP datagrams.
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The video experiment mixed socket communication with data output to a real device, a high-

performance frame buffer.  DEC’s ZLX-E1 frame buffer is connected to the system bus, and is

capable of receiving 72 megabytes of data per second for sustained periods.  No device was avail-

able which could produce data at this rate.  Also, the system bus on this platform is limited to 100

megabytes per second total.  Therefore, a memory-resident video server was used to provide

image frames for display. The copy-free data path available with Container Shipping outper-

formed conventional I/O by 400% in the simplest case, achieving 59 megabytes per second, ver-

sus less than 12 for conventional I/O. When multiple intermediate processes were added to the

datapath, the performance advantage of Container Shipping became larger, as shown in Figure 7.

While conventional I/O could barely present one 640x480 8-bit color window at 30 frames per

second, the Container Shipping path fed data to the frame buffer fast enough to sustain a

1280x960 window at 60 frames per second.

These three experiments demonstrate several important facts about Container Shipping.  First,

the uniform interface is effective for use with I/O devices with very different characteristics, such

as video displays and high-speed networks.  Second, speedups are possible even for complex

devices like the FDDI interface, with its small transfer sizes and high overheads, not merely for

Figure 7

Throughput to frame buffer of 1.15 megabyte (1264 x 960) video frames.
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simple IPC.  Finally, the integration of Container Shipping with Unix is practical and realistic

because the existing kernel I/O system requires only limited changes, mostly at the higher levels.

4. Applicability

Extending Container Shipping to work with many devices was straightforward in our Unix

implementation.  All device I/O is performed with mbufs, so simple changes were sufficient to

convert between containers and mbufs as described above.  It is also important to consider the

applicability of Container Shipping at the user process level.  While programs must be rewritten

to take full advantage of the performance gains offered by Container Shipping, some performance

improvement is possible without modifications.

Most applications perform I/O through a standard I/O library, such as stdio.  This library hides

the actual system calls and performs buffering that generally improves the performance of I/O

operations when small transfer sizes are used.  For example, applications that process data one

character at a time perform vastly better when the stdio library reads one block at a time and

meters out the characters than when individual system calls are used to obtain each character.  By

replacing the stdio library with a library that uses Container Shipping, performance gains are pos-

sible merely by recompiling existing programs.  Whereas stdio performs two in-memory copies

for every I/O, one from the kernel, and another to the target user buffer, a replacement that uses

Container Shipping can improve performance by eliminating the copy from the kernel.

High-performance applications such as real-time multimedia services are often tuned to each

device, operating system, and hardware platform that is supported.  For these applications, rewrit-

ing to use Container Shipping will be very rewarding, because completely copy-free I/O can be

obtained. Rewriting once for copy-free I/O will likely require less effort than retuning the code for

every new platform and device that must be supported.

Aside from the need to rewrite applications, there are important issues which should be con-

sidered when evaluating the potential advantages of Container Shipping. The decision to use vir-

tual memory remapping has substantial implications for the design and use of an I/O system.

Several changes are unavoidably visible to user-level programmers.  For example, data can no

longer be placed at any requested location in an address space. Virtual memory remapping can

change the virtual address space and virtual page in which a physical page of memory appears,
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but it cannot realign data within a page.  Although all data can appear directly in the address space

of the process which reads it, the exact location of this data is determined by the kernel. After a

read operation is complete, a process can discover the address of the data, and access it at that

address.

Because data is always transferred by virtual memory remapping, read and write operations

cause the gain or loss of portions of a virtual address space.  This gain/lose model has three major

impacts.  First, a process must be careful to dispose of used data, or memory consumption may

grow rapidly.  One way to dispose of data is to perform a write operation on it, so a process per-

forming matched reads and writes on a stream of data will not accumulate any extra memory.

Second, to avoid seriously complicating the conventional memory model, not all memory is eligi-

ble for use in write operations.  For example, writing data from the stack would leave an inconve-

nient hole in that part of the virtual memory, so this is not allowed.  Finally, because data which is

written is lost, a writing process must explicitly copy any data which it wants to keep. Hopefully,

applications moving great volumes of data will rarely have any need for it after a write is com-

pleted.

Some kinds of I/O place data in memory in a form which differs from that which is presented

to user-level processes.  For example, network packets may arrive with media-level headers that

are not seen by higher levels.  These packets may also arrive out of order, or in fragments which

collectively form an atomic message at the user level.  Without help from an outboard protocol

processor, or the use of in-memory copying, these packets cannot be linearized.  With Container

Shipping, a process may be required to accept an atomic message which consists of multiple frag-

ments in memory.  This issue is less troublesome for writes, because kernels already typically use

internal structures to reorganize network data without copying it. The mbufs found in Unix are an

example of such a kernel structure.

5. Related work

While building on ideas in previous approaches (especially those found in [DP93][TA91]) to

solving the in-memory copy elimination problem, Container Shipping offers the following combi-

nation of features that no previous work has provided:  universal copy-free I/O with selective (but

unconstrained) access to data.  The value of eliminating in-memory copying in an I/O subsystem
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has long been acknowledged, but the ease with which this can be accomplished varies substan-

tially in the solutions previously offered.  In this section we review the relevant differences

between Container Shipping and other related work.

Numerous systems use virtual transfer techniques to avoid the performance penalty of physi-

cal copying. Tenex [Bob+72] was one of the first systems to use virtual copying, which allowed

pages to be shared with a copy-on-write behavior. Accent [RR81] and later Mach [Ras+88] gener-

alized this concept by integrating virtual memory and IPC so that messages could be virtually

copied, providing a more structured communication service. We will call these virtual copying

systems.

Container shipping differs from virtual copying systems such as Mach in that container ship-

ping is based on move rather than copy semantics.  Consequently, there is no automatic copying

of data during I/O.  In a virtual copying system, if data is (virtually) copied to another process,

and that process modifies the data, a copy is automatically generated.  This copying is wasteful

when the source process does not make further references to the data.  Another important differ-

ence is whether and when the virtual memory maps (e.g. page tables) need to be modified.  In a

virtual copy system with copy-on-write, even though copying is delayed until a future write (and

is avoided if there is no write), the virtual memory maps must still be modified to prepare for the

possibility of a copy.  Furthermore, the kernel must contain data structures and mechanisms to

support the special page faults which trigger memory copies.

An alternative approach to copy-free I/O is to use memory-mapped files.  This technique has

its roots in Multics [BCD72] and Pilot [Red+80].  Memory-mapped file services are found in sev-

eral modern Unix systems, and can be used to allow simple file I/O without copies [Kri+94].  This

technique is particularly convenient if a kernel already provides a memory layer between pro-

cesses and disks, such as the Unix buffer cache.  However, this solution does not apply to network

communication, and it may still require in-memory copies in order to read from one file and write

to another.

The closest systems to Container Shipping in their use of page remapping to transfer data

between domains, without necessarily using copy-on-write, are DASH and Fbufs.  DASH [TA91]

provides high performance inter-process communication, with fast local IPC via page remapping
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that allows processes to exclusively own regions of a restricted area of a shared address space.

DASH differs from Container Shipping in several key areas.  DASH required user-level knowl-

edge of the space requirements for header and trailer data within I/O messages, which had to be

specified in advance.  A general-purpose process might accept data from another process.  If that

data was originally produced by a headerless device, such as a disk, the process may be unable to

write the data to a device that uses headers, such as a network.  Another difference is that DASH

remaps pages unconditionally, although the machine-dependent level of page table updates can be

deferred.  However, it is acknowledged in the DASH literature that the page fault required to per-

form a deferred map is expensive.

The Fbufs system [DP93] is fast buffering system with a particular focus on network I/O, that

uses VM techniques similar to those used in DASH.  By caching knowledge of the previous own-

ers of a buffer, Fbufs allows the re-use of buffers among trusted processes and the elimination of

MMU updates associated with changing buffer ownership. Virtual memory manipulations are

used to move data between domains.  Offset and length information are used to locate data within

page-based buffers.  Fbufs differs from Container Shipping in several areas. Fbufs assumes that

network devices will be able to demultiplex incoming packets into their proper domains.  Fbufs

imposes a key constraint on I/O data: that it be read-only at all times.  This makes it impossible to

perform small fine-grained modifications on a data stream without copying the entire stream.

Fbufs also achieves great speed gains by not enforcing the protection between domains, arguing

that domains are either trustable, such as the kernel, or will only hurt themselves by performing

incorrect accesses to data.

While we point out these differences, both DASH and Fbufs influenced our design greatly and

we have benefited from them (e.g. in the choice of move semantics).  Where we differ, it is mainly

a case of supporting different requirements and emphasizing different goals.  In Container Ship-

ping, user-level processes retain the ability to have full access to data, and it is possible for data to

flow through a chain of processes without ever being mapped or copied.

While we found that Container Shipping could easily be implemented within Unix, it specifies

only the core read and write calls, so it can be applied to other systems as well.  DASH provided

copy-free I/O in an all-new operating system, incompatible with all previous systems.  Container

Shipping can support all the devices in an existing system with a uniform interface.  The BSD
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mmap facility supports only files, while the X11 shared memory extension supports only graphic

displays, and the two techniques cannot be effectively mixed.  For more general approaches such

as fbufs, the performance improvements may depend on specific devices.  Fbufs demonstrates

good performance for a network interface which autonomously demultiplexes packets based on a

VCI (Virtual Circuit Identifier).  Finally, Container shipping differs from systems that support

inter-device streaming [Fall94] which also achieve high performance by eliminating data copy-

ing.  Bypassing the user level by moving data directly from one device to another limits what can

be accomplished in a user-level program, contrary to our goal of general-purpose computing.

Container Shipping does not place constraints on the usage of data by its ultimate customer,

the user-level application.  Unlike mmap, data from one device can be sent to another device

without copies.  Unlike fbufs, data is not mapped in read-only memory, but can be modified at

will.  Full access to data is provided without the loss of protection implicit in shared memory

techniques.  Unlike Mach, Container Shipping does not incur expensive page faults to perform

mapping.  Mach may incur additional costs due to COW (Copy on Write) operations, both in pre-

paring for copies that never happen, and in copying data that is never again used by the sender.

6. Conclusion

Container Shipping provides safe, simple, and effective copy-free I/O, through a universal

API which does not constrain the access to data. The implementation of Container Shipping

within OSF/1 demonstrates the viability and benefits of a copy-free I/O system, as well as the

effective integration of Container Shipping with existing mbuf services.  Performance gains of 30

to 700 percent or more are obtained without reinventing the entire I/O subsystem, without relying

on exotic devices, and without giving up a uniform, general-purpose interface at the user process

level.  Container Shipping also offers the opportunity for full backwards compatibility with

increased performance.
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